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Modulation theory is developed for a periodic peakon solution of the Camassa-Holm equation. An explicit
simple wave solution of these modulation equations is then derived; this simple wave describing the evolution
into an undular bore of an initial step. The characteristic on which the expansion fan occurs propagating at a
nonlinear group velocity has a turning point, illustrating the fact that there is a minimum nonlinear group
velocity at which the waves can propagate. A linear analytical solution, based on an integral of the Airy
function, is then derived to describe the evanescent portion of the undular bore behind the turning point. Good
agreement is found between the modulation theory plus Airy integral solution and numerical solutions.
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The Camassa-Holm CH equation
ut − uxxt + 3uux = 2uxuxx + uuxxx, 1
has been much studied in the last decade. This interest is due
to both its integrable nature and its unusual traveling wave
solutions, such as the peakon, which is a soliton solution
with a cusp at its peak see Camassa et al. 1 and Camassa
and Holm 2. The interest in the peakon lies in its analogy
with the wave of greatest height for surface water waves, see
Lamb 3. Alber et al. 4 used the methods of complex and
algebraic geometry to obtain solutions of the CH equation in
terms of angle representations. Special cases were consid-
ered, including finding the phase shifts for a two peakon
interaction and a periodic traveling wave, termed a billiard
solution. The billiard solution has cusped peaks and is a gen-
eralization of the peakon. They also wrote down the billiard
solution in terms of a peakon series. Boyd 5 further exam-
ined series solutions for CH periodic waves and solitons,
terming the billiard solutions as coshoidal waves. As well as
the peakon series of Alber et al. 4 he obtained a Fourier
series representation for the coshoidal wave. Johnson 6
found a parametric form for the general, implicit CH soliton
solution and used computer algebra to derive the two and
three soliton solutions.
Whitham 7 developed a modulation theory for the
Korteweg-de Vries KdV equation based on the periodic
cnoidal wave solution of the KdV equation with slowly vary-
ing parameters. These modulation equations were found to
form a hyperbolic system of three first-order pde’s for the
slowly varying mean height, wave number, and amplitude
of the modulated cnoidal wave. A useful, and easily derived,
solution of the modulation equations for the KdV equation,
derived by Gurevich and Pitaevskii 8 and Fornberg and
Whitham 9, is a simple wave solution, which corresponds
physically to an undular bore. This undular bore solution
represents the evolution, and smoothing out, of an initial step
in mean height.
In the present work the explicit coshoidal or billiard
periodic wave solution is used as the basis for modulation
theory and modulation equations describing slow variations
in the mean height, wave number, and amplitude of the
coshoidal wave are derived. The modulation equations are
found to be hyperbolic and so an explicit undular bore solu-
tion of these modulation equations is found. The unusual
feature of this undular bore solution is that the characteristics
on which the simple wave solution occurs have a minimum
velocity, so that finite amplitude waves occur at the trailing
edge of the undular bore, rather than the usual case in which
linear waves occur at the trailing edge.
Behind the trailing characteristic of the undular bore there
is a region of exponentially decaying waves which is similar
to the evanescent region behind the point at which the de-
rivative of the group velocity vanishes in linear dispersive
wave theory. A derivation similar, to that in Whitham 7, is
used to obtain an Airy integral solution to describe the eva-
nescent undular bore behind the turning point of the modu-
lation theory. The undular bore solution and the Airy integral
solution are then discussed and compared with numerical
solutions of the CH equation.
The CH equation 1 has a special, peaked periodic wave
solution, called a billiard solution or a coshoidal wave see
Alber et al. 4 or Boyd 5. This coshoidal wave solution is
u = c/cosh/k cosh  − /k , 2
for 02, where the phase speed c= /k is arbitrary
and the phase =kx−t. This solution is extended periodi-
cally outside of the interval 02. The cusps of the
coshoidal wave occur at =0, 2 and their periodic exten-
sions. The peak height of 2 is c and the trough height is
c sech /k. Hence the amplitude of the coshoidal wave is
a = c1 − sech/k . 3
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Modulation theory, as originally developed by Whitham
7, was based on averaging a Lagrangian for the governing
equation. However, even though the CH equation 1 pos-
sesses a Lagrangian, it is easier to use the method of multiple
scales and averaged conservation equations to obtain the rel-
evant modulation equations. In terms of deriving modulation
equations, the two techniques have been shown to be equiva-
lent. For example, KdV modulation theory has been derived
using a Lagrangian, see Whitham 7, and directly using
multiple scales, see Myint and Grimshaw 10. Also,
Whitham 7 discusses the equivalence of the two techniques
for various examples.
It should be noted that while the CH equation 1 is third
order in x, the coshoidal wave solution 2 has only two free
parameters, which means that 2 is a special case of the
general periodic wave solution of the CH equation. The so-
lution for this special case 2 is explicit, while the general
traveling wave solution of 1 is implicit; see Johnson 6 for
a derivation of the general, implicit, CH traveling wave so-
lution. Hence we shall use the coshoidal wave 2 as the
basis of our modulation theory as its derivation is then
simple and straightforward. Moreover, it will be found that
this restricted set of modulation equations gives a good de-
scription of a modulated peaked wavetrain. Details of the
derivation of the full CH modulation equations can be found
in Abenda and Grava 11.
The mass conservation equation for the CH equation is
/tu − uxx + /x 32u2 − 12ux2 − uuxx = 0. 4
We now consider a slowly varying coshoidal wavetrain and
wish to find equations for its slowly-varying parameters, the
wave number k, frequency , mean level , and amplitude a.
These parameters are functions of the slow space coordinate
X=x and the slow time T=t, where 0	
1 is a measure
of the slow variation. For a slowly varying wavetrain, the
phase function is given by
 = −1X,T,  = − T, k = X, 5
where  is the local frequency and k is the local wave num-
ber, Whitham 7. We now substitute the coshoidal wave
solution 2 into 4, noting that u=u ,X ,T, and average
over a wave period 02. This gives
/T + /X2/k tanh /k + 2/2k2 sech2 /k = 0,
6














The modulation equations for the modulated coshoidal wave
are then completed by the wave conservation equation
k/T + /X = 0. 8
At this point, the variables x and t rather than the slow vari-
ables X and T will be used for simplicity, as in Whitham 7.
The modulation equations 6 and 8 can be put in Rie-
mann invariant form as
 = A+k tanh/2k/tanh/k on C+:
dx/dt = /k + /k2 sinh/k + 2/k2 sinh2/k , 9
 = A−k/tanh/2ktanh/k on C−:
dx/dt = /k − /k2 sinh/k + 2/k2 sinh2/k ,
10
where A+ and A− are constants along the characteristics C+
and C−, respectively.
The centered simple wave solution of this system of hy-
perbolic modulation equations which corresponds to a physi-
cal initial condition is that along the characteristic 10 and
corresponds to the dispersive resolution of an initial step
down from u=A to u=0. This centered simple wave solution
is
 = 2A/k tanh/2k, a = /k1 − sech/k,






tanh/k 1 − k sinh/k + 2k sinh2/k	 .
The simple wave solution 11 can be explicitly evaluated by
calculating x / t, , a, and  for specific values of k. Alterna-
tively, if x / t is chosen, then a transcendental equation must
be solved for k.
At the leading edge of the expansion fan, the wave num-
ber k→0, which implies that peakons of amplitude a
→ /k=c=2A propagate at the front of the bore, on a mean
level of →0. At the trailing edge of the expansion fan, the
wave number k→, the mean level →A, the wave ampli-
tude a→0, and the phase speed c= /k→A. Hence, at the
trailing edge, the modulated wavetrain approaches a linear
wavetrain, if the undular bore solution is extended back to
zero amplitude i.e., linear waves. The details of what hap-
pens at the trailing edge of the bore will be discussed and
analyzed further below as the behavior there is more
involved than for the KdV and other previously studied
equations.
In this section the undular bore solution 11 will be com-
pared with numerical solutions of the CH equation 1. The
scheme used to find the numerical solutions is an implicit,
three-level finite difference scheme with second-order accu-
racy. It is similar to the scheme developed for the Benjamin-
Bona-Mahony BBM equation by Eilbeck and McGuire
12. The parameters used for the numerical solutions were
x=2.510−2 and t=2.510−5.
Figure 1 shows u versus x at t=50 for the step initial
condition u=A=1 for x	0 and u=0 for x0. Shown are the
numerical solution and the wave envelope given by the
simple wave solution of the modulation equations. The upper
envelope is given by  /k, while the lower envelope is given
by  /kcosh /k. An excellent comparison is obtained be-
tween the wave envelope of modulation theory and the nu-
merical solution, throughout the bore.
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An unusual property of the undular bore solution 11 is
that the characteristics C− propagating with the nonlinear
group velocity have a turning point. The characteristics C−
of the undular bore solution 11 then have a minimum slope
velocity as a function of k and so the characteristics of the
simple wave cannot extend back beyond a fixed value of x / t.
For A=1 this turning point occurs at x / t=0.826 for k=2.39
and is located at x=41.3 in Fig. 1. The simple wave solution
is then only valid in front of the turning point. For the KdV
equation and other nonlinear wave equations for which
modulation theory has so far been developed, no turning
point of the characteristics in the undular bore solution oc-
curs. Figures 3 and 4 in Marchant and Smyth 13 show the
development of undular bores which give the solution of
initial-boundary value problems for the KdV equation. These
KdV bores are typical; the amplitude of the waves in the
bore decrease in a linear manner from the leading edge,
where solitons occur, to the trailing edge, where linear waves
of large wave number occur.
The CH modulation theory, however, describes a bore that
varies from peakons at its leading edge to periodic waves
with finite wave number of kc=2.39 at its trailing edge, lo-
cated at x=41.3 in Fig. 1. Hence, modulation theory predicts
that no waves can propagate in the region x	41.3. It can be
seen from Fig. 1 that the amplitude of the waves varies in an
approximately linear manner near the front of the bore, but
that the wave amplitude decreases rapidly to zero behind the
turning point. Hence CH modulation theory accurately pre-
dicts that waves will only propagate in front of the turning
point.
The group velocity cg= for the linearized CH equation
12 has a turning point at km
1.73, for which the corre-
sponding minimum group velocity is cg=0.750. Hence the
linear dispersion relation predicts that no waves can propa-
gate in x	37.5 in Fig. 1, which is fairly close to the turning
point prediction from modulation theory. The reasons for the
slight discrepancies between the modulation theory and nu-
merical solutions at the trailing edge of the bore are related
to the form of the coshoidal wave solution 2. This
coshoidal wave reaches a mean level of =A in the long
wave limit as k→. In this limit the wave amplitude also
approaches zero. It might be thought that because the char-
acteristics have a turning point at k=kc, the simple wave
solution should end with this wave number, rather than ex-
tending to k→ as for the simple wave solution 11. Apart
from the fact that if this were done, the resulting simple
wave solution would not agree with numerical solutions; this
is the wrong interpretation to put on what is happening at the
turning point see below for the derivation of the decaying
solution behind the turning point.
Also, it should be noted that the occurrence of a minimum
group velocity in 12 is due to the presence of the uxxt dis-
persive term. Hence, characteristics with a turning point
should also occur for the BBM equation and other related
equations which contain this type of dispersive term.
The simple wave 11 of modulation theory predicts pea-
kons of amplitude two, at the leading edge. The height of the
lead peakon in the numerical solution of Fig. 1 is 1.96. The
modulation theory prediction is therefore extremely accurate.
Interestingly, the amplitude of the lead soliton in a KdV bore
see Fornberg and Whitham 9 and a magma bore see
Marchant and Smyth 14 is also twice the height of the
initial step.
In this section an analytical solution in the linear limit,
which describes the evanescent region behind the modulation
theory turning point, is derived, matched to the modulation
theory solution and the resulting composite solution is then
compared with full numerical solutions.
As the amplitude of the waves in the undular bore ap-
proach zero at the trailing edge of the bore, the waves in the
evanescent region behind the turning point of the character-
istics can be taken to have small amplitude. We hence set
u = u0 + ae
ikx−t,  = u0k3 + k2/1 + k2 , 12
where u0 is the mean level of the waves in the evanescent
region, a
1 and k is the linear dispersion relation for the
CH equation. The linear dispersion relation 12 has a turn-
ing point with a minimum group velocity of km=3=1.73.
Expanding the linear dispersion relation in a Taylor series
about k=km gives
k = 33/2u0 − 34u0k − km + 316u0k − km3 + ¯ . 13
The general solution of the linearized CH equation can be





where Fk is related to the Fourier transform of the initial
condition, see Whitham 7. Substituting the dispersion rela-











3 , 1=3x− 32u0t. The phase of
the wave at the turning point is 1=kmx−kmt while the





16u0uxxx = 0, 16
which has the similarity solution ux , t=a1+a2−
z Aisds,
where
FIG. 1. u versus x at t=50. Shown are the modulation dashed
and numerical solid solutions of 1. The modulation solution is
the upper and lower envelopes of the simple wave solution 11.
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and Ai is the Airy function see Whitham 7. Hence the full
solution can be written in the form





Taking the limit x→− of the similarity solution 18
gives
u = u0 + a1 + a2ei1, x → −  . 19
Hence u0=1 and a2=−a1 to satisfy the boundary condition of
the initial step far behind the undular bore. The Airy integral
solution needs to be matched to the periodic wave solution of
modulation theory; this matching procedure should deter-
mine the unknown parameters a1 in 18 and A from the
modulation theory solution. However, the linear solution 18
has a constant mean level u0=1, which does not allow an
accurate matching of the two mean levels as the modulation
theory solution has a varying mean level. We then take A
=1 as this is the mean level of the modulation theory solu-
tion as k→ and we presume that this is the appropriate
value which would be obtained by matching the modulation
theory solution to a fully nonlinear evanescent solution, valid
behind the turning point. It is noted that to allow the mean
level to vary, the full nonlinear CH equation must be used
behind the turning point.
The limit of 18 as x→ is
u = u0 + a1e
i1, x →  . 20
So a1 is the amplitude of the linear wavetrain, which then
needs to be matched to the modulation theory solution. The
coshoidal wave 2 is a nonlinear wavetrain, which can be
expanded in a Fourier series to obtain the linearized
wavetrain
u =  + 2/1 + k2 cos  + ¯ . 21
The turning point in the modulation theory solution occurs at
kc=2.39, which gives a mean height of =0.877 and a wave
amplitude of 0.261. Comparing 20 and 21, matching then
gives a1=0.261. We note that the error between the mean
levels of the two solutions, the modulation and linear eva-
nescent solutions is quite small cf. =0.877 with u0=1.
Figure 2 shows u versus x at t=50 for the step initial
condition u=A=1 for x	0 and u=0 for x0. Shown are the
numerical solution and the upper and lower wave envelopes
as given by the simple wave solution of the modulation
equations. Also shown is the Airy integral solution 18. This
figure shows the trailing edge of the undular bore featured in
Fig. 1. The turning point of the modulation theory solution is
at x=41.3, whilst the turning point of the linear CH disper-
sion relation is at x=37.5. For x	37.5 the surface of the
bore is essentially flat, while for x41.3 the solution is well
described by modulation theory. The Airy integral solution
18 is seen to be an extremely accurate approximation to the
numerical bore in the transition region 37.5	x	41.3 be-
tween the two turning points. The wavelength and amplitude
of the waves in this transition region are very accurately
predicted by the Airy integral solution 18. There is a slight
difference in the phase of the numerical and analytical
waves, which is to be expected as modulation theory does
not determine the phase of the wave.
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